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The little museum dedicated to the G erman writer Hermann Hesse in Montagnola, above
Lugano, is one of the most visited in Ticino. A permanent exhibit set up in the halls of the Torre
Camuzzi, adjacent to the Nobel Prize winner's first home, introduces to the forty years that
Hesse spent in the South of the Alps from 19 19 . Collected are objects and works of this
author, one of the most widely read in the world: famous are his glasses, the typewriter and
the delicate watercolors. An excellent audioguide in Italian and G erman accompanies the
visitor through the pleasant landscapes of the Collina d'oro (G olden Hill), dear to the writer.
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The Piazza della Riforma claims Locarno's
Piazza G rande role of Ticino's most
beautiful square. It's considered the city's
elegant "living room" surrounded by old
buildings including the Neoclassic Palazzo
Civico (Town Hall) and inviting places to take
a break. Meeting point for Lugano residents
(the luganesi), it hosts big events like the
Estival Jazz and is the ideal starting point to
visit the city. A network of pedestrian alleys
take you through shining shop windows and
luxuriant boutiques, connecting to city
centre's main places of interest (the
Cathedral, the church of Santa Maria degli
Angioli,
the LAC cultural centre, the
lakefront and the Ciani Park).
http : //www.ti ci notop te n.ch/8 2

Allow yourself to be moved by the
fascinating world of birds of prey and watch,
in an environment respectful of animals, the
flight of eagles, falcons, owls, vultures,
marabou storks, ibis and storks. By way of
flight demonstrations, the Locarno Falconry
offers visitors of all ages a moment of
recreation and training, of fun and learning
about the biology and ecology of this
incredible animal world. Before the show
take the time to walk in the park and
observe these predators in their aviaries.
Covered bleachers guarantee the show
even on a rainy day.
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